THE CROSS & THE SUN STAR
Section IV, Part VII, Sun-Star of Peru (F)
The Wonderful Numbers of Sacred Canon
By Doug Krieger

The eighteen objects constituted by six concentric circles, six concentric Larger
Squares and six concentric Rhombi – all designed on a background of some 144

each 26.4 inch by 26.4 inch squares – have as their hub their sixteen sunbursts
which stream out of the center of the Sun-Star…here in the most arid and windless
landscape on Earth abides what we believe to be the Eighth Wonder of the World
and perhaps the most significant antiquity of Sacred Geometry on the planet: The
Dimensions of Paradise – the New Jerusalem…this is the reflection of the Sun-Star
and Cross of Peru!
We have designed a graphic filled with the objects and colored in by the eight
primary colors of the spectrum – with turquoise being the eighth color. They are
evenly distributed within the varied polygons created by the circles, squares and
rhombi. The Sun-Star is complimented by the adjacent Sun-Cross.
This “peculiar arrangement” is enhanced by the horizontal and vertical lines of the
cross protruding out from the Sixth Larger Square at a 45° angle (the horizontal
line of the Cross) and the vertical line of the Sun-Cross (foot to head) coming from
a perpendicular line protruding from the largest Rhombus.
The formation of the
Sun-Cross is enhanced
by two additional lines
sourced at the corner of
the Fourth Larger Square
– the “crisscrossed 8 x 8”
– these two lines are
wholly emblematic of the
“Wings of the Sun of
Righteousness” which
are centered in the heart
of the Sun-Cross – a
most amazing
amplification of Malachi
4:2: “The Sun of
Righteousness shall arise
with Healing in His
Wings.”
The additional two
circles centered around
the heart of the Sun-Cross give the entire Sun-Star-Cross eight spheres to match
the octagonal object of the Sun-Star (created by the squares overlapping the

rhombi), with the lines extending outward beyond the heart of the cross to the
periphery enabling a final Ninth Circle and Ninth Square (circle within the square)
to encompass an area 21 x 21 blocks (each block is 26.4’ x 26.4’) – an immense
area some 554.4’ x 554.4’ or some 7.056 Acres, matching the 756 base edge (in
digits) of the Great Pyramid of Giza which we affirm to be “on that day” an “Altar
unto the LORD at the border (lit. Giza) of Egypt.” (Please Note: The “792” edge
of the New Jerusalem found in Revelation 21:16
as in 12,000 furlongs * 660’ = 7,920,000’ or “792” finds a “digit sum” of “18”
(New Jerusalem Standard of Measurement) in both the “756” and the “792” with
the difference between the 792 and the 756 of “36” which is 3 + 6 = 9 wherein the
Sun of Righteousness is revealed as is the Eternal God without beginning or ending
as in a circle of 360°.)
The “wheel in the middle of a wheel” – WHEEL!
“And when I looked, there were four
wheels by the cherubim, one wheel by
one cherub and another wheel by each
other cherub; the wheels appeared to
have the color of a beryl stone. As for
their appearance, all four looked
alike—as it were, a wheel in the
middle of a wheel. When they went,
they went toward any of their four
directions; they did not turn aside
when they went, but followed in the
direction the head was facing. They
did not turn aside when they went. And their whole body, with their back, their
hands, their wings, and the wheels that the four had, were full of eyes all around.
As for the wheels, they were called in my hearing, “WHEEL.” Each one had four
faces: the first face was the face of a cherub, the second face the face of a man, the
third the face of a lion, and the fourth the face of an eagle. And the cherubim were
lifted up. This was the living creature I saw by the River Chebar. When the
cherubim went, the wheels went beside them; and when the cherubim lifted their
wings to mount up from the earth, the same wheels also did not turn from beside
them. When the cherubim stood still, the wheels stood still, and when one was
lifted up, the other lifted itself up, for the spirit of the living creature was in them.
Then the glory of the LORD departed from the threshold of the temple and stood
over the cherubim. And the cherubim lifted their wings and mounted up from the
earth in my sight. When they went out, the wheels were beside them; and they

stood at the door of the east gate of the LORD’s house, and the glory of the God of
Israel was above them. This is the living creature I saw under the God of Israel by
the River Chebar, and I knew they were cherubim. Each one had four faces and
each one four wings, and the likeness of the hands of a man was under their wings.
And the likeness of their faces was the same as the faces which I had seen by the
River Chebar, their appearance and their persons. They each went straight
forward” (Ezekiel 10:9-22).
No, Ezekiel was not smoking a hallucinogenic drug causing these bizarre
descriptions – nor was John the Apostle when he saw these four living creatures.
They obviously have profound meaning and demand – due to the multiplicity of
eyes – “revelation” in their seeing – i.e., what these eyes behold tell us that “we
need revelation” or “illumination” to see what they see!
Of greatest intrigue, however, is the “spirit of the living creature” was within the
wheel – causing them such coordinated movement. And what was or were the
name(s) of these wheels or the “wheel within the wheel?” In a word: WHEEL!
Indeed, their coordination was so
profound and in such unison that
what one wheel did the other did –
what one of these four creatures
with four faces each did is what
the other did. Four creatures –
four faces each = 16 such faces. A
similar description is given of
them in Ezekiel 1. Each had “four
wings” – two of which touched the
other creature on either side, and
two of them on their sides and
under these two wings were the
“hands of a man.”
The rims of the wheels were full
of these eyes. So each creature
has four faces and four wings –
therefore 4 x 4 = 16 faces and 4 x
4 = 16 wings and the “wheel
within the wheel” was “beside
each of these four creatures;
therefore – if you would – “a

circle within a circle” or 2 circles and 4 creatures or 2 x 4 = 8 such wheels but,
although we see “8” or “4 sets of 2” the “complex of these wheels” is simply called
WHEEL.
Now, in that the “spirit of the creatures” is in the wheel – causing the WHEEL to
be exceedingly active, full of north – east – south – west movement, we must bring
ourselves to conclude that the Sun-Star-Cross has a similar “wheel within the
wheel” phenomenon going on – i.e., could there be such a semblance of
coordination, let alone revelatory illumination, going on with the Sun-Star-Cross as
we see here in Ezekiel? I think so.
In Christian theology the “four living creatures” – “full of eyes” – occupy a special
position before the Throne of God and the Lamb. They are there but for one
reason as they incessantly cry out “day and night” the following: “‘Holy, holy,
holy, Lord God Almighty, Who was and is and is to come!’ Whenever the living
creatures give glory and honor and thanks to Him who sits on the throne, who lives
forever and ever, the twenty-four elders fall down before Him who sits on the
throne and worship Him who lives forever and ever, and cast their crowns before
the throne, saying: ‘You are worthy, O Lord, to receive glory and honor and
power; for You created all things, and by Your will they exist and were created.’”
(Revelation 4 – entire chapter).

In the Revelation it says the creatures have “six wings, were full of eyes around
and within” (Rev. 4:8). So, not “four wings” but six wings; therefore, it may be

that the “two additional wings” were the wings extended touching one another in
Ezekiel’s vision.
We could say that 4 * 6 = 24 wings; the eyes within and without are the eyes of the
wheels (within and without – or the “wheel within the wheel” or “around and
within”). The human hands under the wings may connote human coordination as
the “spirit of man” cooperating with the Spirit of God. Man is spirit, soul and body
but it is his human spirit which collaborates with the Spirit of God – therefore, the
“wheel within the wheel” could readily connote this “Divine-Human
collaboration” – and attests to the fact that God is not after robots but delights in
coordinating with us humans in “moving the hand of God.”
I present the visions of Ezekiel and John regarding the WHEEL and the four living
creatures for their attestation and revelation (being full of eyes on their rims/around
and within – full of vision) – let alone supreme examples of divine coordination
with the 24 elders representative of divine governance (i.e. God’s move on the
Earth – north/- east – south – west – is in “coordination” with man’s spirit –
because what these creatures see is what is on the Throne of God).
The early Church Fathers likened the Four Living Creatures to the Gospels: The
Face of a Lion – Matthew’s gospel presenting Messiah – Jesus – as the King – the
Lion of the Tribe of Judah; the Face of a Calf/Ox – Mark’s Gospel presents
Messiah as Him Who came to serve and labor as a slave (Mark’s gospel was
specifically sent to the Romans who clearly understood such a concept of
servitude); the Face of a Man/Cherub – Luke’s gospel presenting Messiah as the
Son of Man, healing the masses as Luke was a physician; and, finally, the Face of
an Eagle – John’s gospel presenting Messiah as the Son of God soaring as an eagle
far above the fray with ascendant Life. (Please note the order of the Lion, the
Ox/Calf, Man/Cherub and Eagle – is the same order as seen in Revelation 4:7 in
that the Lion of the Tribe of Judah is in view; therefore, the Coming of Messiah the
King is seen first – however, in Ezekiel 1:10 the first mention is that of a Man’s
face to emphasize Messiah’s First Coming as a Man, the Suffering Servant…not as
King until the Great Day of God, as the Sun of Righteousness.)
But all this as the “wheel within the wheel” – God and Man in divine cooperation,
revelation and governance.
Now I would like you to carefully observe in the following graphic – the literal
juxtaposition and ipso facto suggestive coordination between the two sets of
“wheels” seen in the Sun-Star’s “wheel within the wheel” and the collaborative

expression of its counterpart having the same dimensions within the Sun-Cross
adjacent to one another. However, before I do that, just a word regarding the
nonsensical and absurd notion that aliens, spaceships and heliports are involved
here – it’s just a good thing my religious convictions hold me down lest I insult
someone with such stupidity as to suggest a brainless possibility of that magnitude
which, under normal circumstances, would make a mockery even of Flash Gordon!
Likewise, and somewhat more intolerable are they, likened unto Scarecrow in the
Wizard of Oz, who ascribe “utter nonsense” and “weird” to these deliberations on
the Sun-Star in the first place…now, moving on to a more logical and spiritual
rendition…

First of all, notice that the two squares in the Sun-Star both have circles within
them – within the two squares in a concentric fashion. Also, that the square
surrounding the innermost square of the Sun-Star is “crisscrossed” in eight of its
squares wherein there are four “X” (diagonals) facing each direction – akin to the
“four faces” of the “four living creatures” before the Throne of God and the Lamb.

Geometrically, the two blocks on each side of the square surround the innermost
square on the Sun-Star, has two pairs of “crisscrosses” (i.e., diagonals) or 4 on
each side of the innermost square (4 living creatures each with 4 faces?) – for there
are 4 crisscrosses on each side or 4 * 4 = 16 – the same 16 you see of the “four
living creatures” each having 4 faces or 4 * 4 = 16.
The “dots” (eyes?) are found in each crisscrossed square (4 to a square or 1 per
triangle created by the two diagonal lines making up the crisscross) for a total of 8
dots per side or 4 * 8 = 32 dots + the one dot in the middle of the Throne Room
totaling 33.
Again, the Second Square from the Innermost Square finds its “crisscross
compliment” in the Fourth Square from the Innermost Square which has 12 blocks
which are crisscrossed – 3 blocks at each corner or at each of its corners there
would be 3 sets of crisscrosses (diagonals) or 3 * 2 = 6 * 4 (sets of such corners) =
24 diagonals which could easily be recognized as the “24 Elders” in sync with the
4 Living Creatures.
On the other hand, the Four Living Creatures (the 8 crisscrossed squares
immediately surrounding the Innermost Square) have 16 diagonals; however, the
24 (on the 8 x 8 Larger Square) + 16 unique diagonals (on the “4 x 4” Larger
Square) = 40 or “4” as in Creation/Creatures and express the four different
directions of the Earth/Universe (or breadth, length, height and depth).
The dots on the 12 crisscrossed squares on the Fourth Square from the Innermost
Square are 12 per corner found in each triangle created by the crisscrossing of the
diagonals for a total of 4 * 12 = 48 dots. The 48 dots combined with the 32 dots of
the Second Square from the Innermost Square total: 48 + 32 = 80 which in turn
signals “8” of New Beginning/Life/Resurrection – which is the octagonal shape but
also 8 + 1 in that the CENTRAL DOT magnifies the very Innermost Dot – the
Throne of God, making the total dots 80 + 1 = 81 or 9 * 9 = 81 or 8 + 1 = 9 = the
Sun of Righteousness (which is really what is going on here insofar as “dots” are
concerned, and what the entire Sun-Star is all about: The Sun of Righteousness
arising with healing in His wings!).
The total diagonals created by the crisscrosses are equal to:
2 * 20 (12 on the Fourth Square and 8 on the Second Square or 12 + 8 = 20 blocks
with 2 crisscrosses each) = 40 (diagonals) * 37.224’ (per diagonal) = 1488.96’ = 1
+ 4 + 8 + 8 + 9 + 6 = 36 = 3 + 6 = 9 or 36 = 360° - or the Sun of Righteousness (9)

- Eternal God (36) and 9 + 36 = 45 = the Second Coming of the Sun of
Righteousness (arising), and, of course, 4 + 5 = 9 = Sun of Righteousness.
Of some fascination is the reflection of the New Jerusalem seen in the linear
measurement in inches of the 40 diagonals: 1488.96’ * 12” = 17,867.52 Linear
Inches = “36” (comparable to the original 1488.96’ calculation); however, if we
were to conform this linear measurement with that of a cube (akin to the New
Jerusalem) – then, 17,867.52” * 12 (edges) = 214,410.24 Linear Inches, which in
turn is equal in digit summation to “18” which is the New Jerusalem Standard of
Measurement and 1 + 8 = 9 = The Sun of Righteousness.
Again, the persistence of the “36” measurement in the “crisscrosses” is accentuated
by the immediate eight blocks having 16 diagonals @ 37.224’ = 595.584’ = “36”
and the 24 diagonals found in the 8 x 8 Larger Square or 24 @ 37.224’ = 893.376’
= “36” … these calculations attest to the Eternal God (36) and to the Sun of
Righteousness for 3 + 6 = 9.

Now, let’s take a look at the positions of these two squares (the Innermost Square
and the first crisscrossed square or Second Square surrounding the Innermost

Square of the Sun-Star and the Sun-Cross’s two squares and general positioning,
etc.
Like two “reels of a projector” – when the one moves, the other must move with it
to compensate or accept what “comes off” the one reel...must go to the other reel.
Here is a supreme example of coordination and movement. Not only does the
“wheel within the wheel” in each of the two circled “spools” move in sync, but
when coordinating with the other reel set there is similar collaboration.
I’ve highlighted the double squares in red with a red line “attaching/bridging” the
two together which is at the same “latitude” moving across four complete 26.4’
squares before arriving at the perimeter of its Second Square counterpart;
therefore, the Sun-Star’s Second Square is 4 x 4 and then transverses 4 additional
blocks to arrive at the Sun-Cross’ Second Square which, likewise, is 4 x 4 blocks
or small squares. The intricate “coordination” between the two sets of double
squares is “geometrically stunning.”
In Ezekiel’s text the wheels are so in sync
that he heard their name as WHEEL –
singular. In English this sounds like
someone doesn’t understand collective
nouns, for if one sees a car, then another
car, he has seen two cars, not CAR or of
one child can been seen, then another child,
one sees children…”Johnnie, over there are
two CAR or CARS? No, Mr. K., what you
see are two Wheels – one within the other –
and their name is WHEEL, plain and
simple!”
You see, what God desires is a divine and
human cooperation so in sync that when
one moves, the other moves. “The Spirit
Himself bears witness with our spirit that
we are children of God” (Romans 8:16).
There are some beautifully complicated
Sacred Text wherein the person speaking

simply doesn’t not know if it is the Spirit of God speaking or the person speaking –
witness what Paul, the Apostle, had to say about marriage (a truly complicated
matter in any event) of a woman who finds herself as a widow:
“But she is happier if she remains as she is (as a widow and not to be married),
according to my judgment—and I think I also have the spirit of God” (I
Corinthians 7:40).
Paul, what are you talking about? Either you do or do not have the Spirit of God!
What do you mean: “I think I also have the spirit of God.” It’s time, brother, you
figured it out – either you do or don’t! You see, however, that the WHEEL had
been moving together for so long a time that when Paul gave his opinion of the
matter of widows remarrying he could say “precisely” this: “I think I also have the
spirit of God.” Why? Because he did!
It gets worse – how about this… “Now concerning virgins: I have no
commandment from the Lord; yet I give judgment as one whom the Lord in His
mercy has made trustworthy” (I Corinthians7:25). So then, “The Lord hasn’t told
me anything about this – no commandment from the Lord – but I’ll just give you
my candid opinion on the matter!” Good grief – I thought that this was the clear as
crystal Apostle to the Gentiles talking here…not some equivocator. Come on now,
Paul, just tell them you speak on behalf of the Almighty on matters of domestic
concern and be done with it!”
By the time you’re finished with this
entire chapter about slavery and
marriage you are as confused as
when the topic arose. Sounds like
Paul is very emphatic about being
ambiguous. His tentative sounding
language is a beautiful portrait of a
man whose name is WHEEL! Like
the spools of film loaded into a
camera – you’ve got to do it right on
track or you’ll goof it up but the
camera was made for two spools to work in sync, not two rolls of film, just one.
Listen, I’m doing the best I can on these illustrations – but sooner or later someone
will attest to the fact: “He that is joined unto the Lord is ONE SPIRIT!” Not some
kind of intrinsic union but wholly one as in a marriage but distinctly two as “man
and wife” – as “bridegroom and as bride” – as the “Lamb and the Lamb’s Wife.” I

mean how synchronized can synchronized swimming be? Actually, the more
synchronized the better!
Public television hosts are sorts of folks engaged in the “Power of Positive
Thinking.” Such is the case with allegedly the third most spiritual man on the
planet, Dr. Wayne Dyer – “Father of Motivation.” Dr. Dyer’s motivational
speaking has earned him quite the reputation – but in the end (even if Oprah
Winfred worships the ground upon which he walks – aside from John of God) his
remote healing experience (long distance) with John of God has somehow
confirmed a most astounding truth for Dr. Dyer and for us all – we just have to say
it and believe it with all “spiritual gusto” – I AM GOD.
Isn’t that, after all, what we all want – not to be “like God” but to “be God?”
There’s a difference, you know – a truly PROFOUND DIFFERENCE! I was
about to reach into the screen and say: “Alright, Dr. Dyer – you first – boldly and
passionately declare this most existential of all declarations to the universe: I AM
GOD! At which point in time I will unabashedly declare: If you’re God, we’re all
in trouble! I mean, we’re not robots – so it would appear we have a free will – but
on the other hand, how do you coordinate with yourself. Perhaps when you arise
in the morning and address the mirror: “How are we today?” The voice responds:
“I’m not up yet – I’ll let you know in a little while.” You still haven’t lost it big
time – it’s when the third voice comes out of nowhere and says: “What are you
two guys talking about?” That’s when you know it’s over!
A million times: NO! Godlike is not God – my son bears my image – in fact the
other day I was sharing the gospel to this fellow and he said: “Say, aren’t you
Geoff’s father, he looks just like you.” Well, as it turns out he knows my son who
works at a coffee house this fellow visits. No biggie – but one thing was certain –
Barry knew Geoff was not Doug – they just looked alike.
Dr. Dyer, like so many avant-garde psychotherapists, is a bit confused – then
again, so was Eve in the garden: “You shall be as God, knowing good and evil.”
Hey, that’s not all that bad – because if I were God knowing good and evil, then
I’d certainly pick the good over the evil…what’s wrong with that? Much, in every
way. You see, God put our original parents in front of Two Trees – the Tree of the
Knowledge of God and Evil and the Tree of Life. If they had chosen the Tree of
Life, we’d not be in the fix we’re in today – then again, God’s love would not have
become known to the entire universe when the Son emptied Himself to deliver us
from our disobedience and foolish quest in “faking it as God.”

That’s what these wheels are all about – these “camera spools” – He’s after “divine
cooperation” not phony baloney self-deification – and, no, I’m not trivializing the
issue in any way – but “He that sits in the heavens shall laugh – the Lord shall have
them in derision” is about where all of their sophisticated pontification is going.
What was happening thousands of years ago in Peru was an “expression” of God’s
intention to “work with man” – the “wheel within the wheel” – God’s Spirit
working within our “regenerated spirit” for that “which is born of the Spirit
(Divine Spirit) is spirit (human spirit)” (John 3:6).
The relationship of these two items – the Sun-Cross and the inner squares of the
Sun-Star (the double squares and the double circles and/or even the double rhombi
within them) find that their outer squares are 4 small squares wide or 4 * 26.4’ =
105.6’ with an additional four square wide “path” separating the “two
wheels/spools” for each other – from the Sun-Cross’ base to the Sun-Star’s
“ceiling” or, if you would 105.6’ (base of the Sun-Cross) + 105.6’ (four-small
square widths until the outer top edge of the Sun-Star’s two innermost squares is
reached) + 105.6’ of one edge of the Second Square from the innermost square of
the Sun-Star) – or 105.6’ + 105.6’ + 105.6’ = 316.8’.

Is it any wonder then we see in this 316.8’ (which is “18” and so is its inch
measurement as in 316.8’ * 12” = 3,801.6” = “18” or New Jerusalem Standard of
Measurement – which, incidentally, is juxtaposed to Babylon, the Great – that
“Great City” vs. the “Holy City, Jerusalem” – please note that even in inches the
“digits” are precisely the same as in “3” “1” “6” and “8” – each set of numbers
have the same digits, and consequently, the same “18” – that though there be “two”
distinct number sets, they are, if you would: WHEEL!) a glorious distinction from
that of Babylon the Great – or as Michell clearly and profoundly brings out: The
difference between Plato’s Ideal City (Magnesia) vs. its antithesis, Atlantis, that
Great City, Babylon the Great, is vs. the Holy City, New Jerusalem.
Michell is absolutely correct in highlighting “31680” feet – derived, as it is from
the New Jerusalem in Revelation 21:16 wherein 12,000 furlongs (1 furlong = 660
Linear Feet) is the “length, breadth, and height” which are “equal” – for the “city is
laid out as a square…its length is as great as its breadth.” That being the case – we
arrive at 12,000 * 660’ = 7,920,000 Linear Feet on one edge of this cubed-12edged Holy City; but before we get to that measurement we must calculate the
7,920,000 Linear Feet by a factor of “4” in that the City is “Foursquare.”
Therefore, 4 * 7,920,000 = 31,680,000 Linear Feet. By eliminating all zeroes we
would have had: 4 * 792 = 3,168 or 3168 to match the square perimeter and the
outer circle of Magnesia at 31680 or 3168.
On the left of the above graphic, Michell calculates the innermost circle radius
(small golden circle in the midst of the four golden circles surrounding it) at 1080
Feet (akin to that of the Moon’s radius in miles). He then states that the radius of
the largest circle on the left is 5040 Feet (Plato’s Optimal Number for Society).
Then he subtracts the innermost circle (gold) with radius aforestated at 1080 Feet
from this figure (as in 5040 Ft. – 1080 Ft. = 3,960 Ft.). In that 3,960 Ft. is the
radius of the “circle within the square” – its diameter would be 2 * 3,960 = 7,920
(which is the “edge” of the New Jerusalem as in 7,920,000 miles or 7920, as well
as the diameter of the Earth in miles). Then to calculate the square – which square
would be the four-square measurement of the New Jerusalem – Michell multiplies
by a factor of “4” – therefore: 4 * 7,920 Ft. = 31,680 Feet or our 3168 again. Any
circle which is wholly enclosed to the edge of its exterior square will find that its
diameter is equal to that of any one edge of the square in which it finds itself.
The circumference measuring 31,680 Ft. is the circumference of the circle outside
the square – for the circumference within the square is that of the Earth and/or of
the New Jerusalem which mirrors that of the Earth’s diameter wherein the

aforesaid diameter of 7,920 Feet (miles in Earth’s case) * 3.14181818 (Pi) =
24,883.2 Ft. (or miles) which is the circumference of the Earth according to
Michell – again, this 24,883.2 Ft. is the circumference of the “circle within the
square.” This “earthly circumference” is the “Lord’s and the fullness thereof” in
that 2 + 4 + 8 + 8 + 3 + 2 = “27” and this 27 is the full revelation of Messiah in
Christian Sacred Text of 27 volumes and/or 2 + 7 = 9 = the number of the Sun of
Righteousness.
We know that the radius of the innermost circle is 1080 Ft. Therefore, the four
surrounding gold circles which are outside the square and identical in diameter to
the innermost circle would have the circumference of the outer circle intersect at
their centers leaving a distance between the center of these four circles and the
square of 1080 Ft.
To determine the circumference of the outer circle, therefore, we would simply
multiply by a factor of 2 both of these radii or 2 * 1080 Ft. = 2160 Ft.
This 2160 Ft. figure is then added to the diameter of the square at 7,920 Ft. or
2,160 Ft. + 7,920 Ft. = 10,080 Ft. Naturally, I am altogether pleased to discover
that the diameter of both moon (2160 miles) and earth (7920 miles) is equal to the
full expansion of the twelve edged New Jerusalem at 7,920,000 Ft. (one edge) * 12
= 95,040,000 Feet / 5,280 Ft. (imperial feet in one mile) = 18,000 miles (as a
fractal, of course) but, then again, 10080 to 18000, by eliminating zero, is 18 = 18.
Now, having determined the diameter of the circle outside the square we will
calculate its circumference, and, hopefully, it will equal to 31,680 Ft.
10,080 Ft. * Pi as 22/7 = 3.14285714 =
31,680 (precisely) = “18” New Jerusalem Standard of Measurement
All the above to say that the 316.8’ line extending from the base of the Sun-Cross
through to the ceiling of the comparable square and two interior circles of the SunStar are a stunning measurement of the New Jerusalem’s celestial foursquare
model (i.e., 12 ea. (26.4’ x 26.4’ small squares) * 26.4’ = 316.8’).
Circumference and Squares of the Two Circles and Two Squares of the SunCross and the Sun-Star

The spectacular formation of the Cross attached in this manner to the Sun-Star, as
discussed earlier on in this article, is not by happenstance – and, again, this is not a
heliport for landing alien spaceships! It’s far too complicated with its rhombi,
squares, circles and tiny 26.4’ x 26.4’ squares as a background, as well as all the
“dots” (eyes?) surrounding the rim of the visible and imaginary (circles which can
be drawn within squares) circles and the crisscrosses within and on perimeter
squares as well as all these lines making up the cross – “there’s just too much stuff
here” – if I were a “spaceship pilot” I would have to be blind not to see the “target
landing area” – unless I’m missing something here – let alone all the triangles and
polygons so created.

Man’s heliport technologies for landing craft are exceedingly simple geometric
drawings – the obvious and least amount of complicated “art work” the better –
here’s one for a hospital:
Taking the circles of both Sun-Star and Sun-Cross first…the innermost
circles:
Diameter of Innermost Circumference of Both Circles
26.4’ * 2 = 52.8’
5 + 2 + 8 = 15 = Edge of the New Jerusalem
Combined Diameters of Innermost Circles of both Cross and Throne Room:
15 + 15 = 30 = Messiah’s Ministry Commencement at Age 30
In Inches – One Innermost Circle Diameter:
52.8’ * 12” = 633.6”
6 – 33 – 6
Here is a perfect picture of Jesus on the Cross at “33” between two men (6)
6 = Man’s Number (day of his creation)
Messiah was “cut off” at 33 years of age – “but not for Himself” (Daniel 9:26)
…but for the New Jerusalem: 6 + 3 + 3 + 6 = “18”
Circumference of the 52.8’ Diameter…
52.8’ * 3.14181818 = 165.887999904’ = “75”
75 = the Timeframe between the End of Daniel’s 70th Week and the
Commencement of the Millenarian Reign of the Son of David/Messiah
Daniel 12:11-12 = 30 Days (beyond 1,260 days) + 45 Days = 75 Days
Terminus of Daniel’s Second Half of the Week of 1,260 Days
End of Desolations = unto the 1,290th Day or 30 Days after the 1,260 Days
“Blessed is he who waits to the 1,335th Day or 45 Days beyond the 1,290th Day
30 + 45 = 75
This “75” wholly presents the Sun of Righteousness Arising in Fullness
Area (A = πr2) of the Innermost Circle
26.4’ (radius) * 26.4’ = 696.96 sf. * 3.14181818 (Pi) = 2,189.7216 sf. = “36”
36 = The Eternal as in 360° of a Circle – therefore…
The “area” of the Innermost Circle reflects the Circle itself!
In Sq. Inches:
2,189.7216 sq. ft. * 144 = 3,153,199,104 = “36”
3 + 6 = 9 = Sun of Righteousness
Doubling the Innermost Circle –
Coordination/Combining of the Two Innermost Circles

Diameters: 52.8’ * 2 = 105.6’ * 12” = 1,267.2” = “18” New Jerusalem Standard
Circumferences: 165.887999904’ * 2 = 331.775999808’ = “69”
6 + 9 = 15 = Edge of the New Jerusalem
“69” = “And after 62 Weeks (+ original 7 Weeks – i.e., “69 Weeks”)…
Messiah shall be cut off, but not for Himself (Daniel 9:26)
In Inches (both) = 331.775999808’ * 12” = 3,981.311997696” = 72
7 + 2 = 9 = Sun of Righteousness & 72 = the Name of God
Area:
2,189.7216 sf. * 2 = 4,379.4432 sf. = 36 = the Eternal God
3 + 6 = 9 = Sun of Righteousness
In Sq. Inches: 4,379.4432 sf. * 144 = 630,639.8208 Sq. In. = 45
45 = “Second Coming of Messiah” as in Daniel 1,335th Day
4 + 5 = 9 = Sun of Righteousness
36 + 45 (Sq. Ft. + Sq. In.) = 81 = 8 + 1 = 9 = Sun of Righteousness
9 * 9 = 81 = 8 + 1 = 9 = Sun of Righteousness
The Innermost Squares of the Sun-Cross & Sun-Star – One Only
26.4’ * 2 Lengths = 52.8’ * 4 (full square) = 211.2’ (perimeter of square)
2112 = 6 = “Son of Man”
This Designation of the Son of Man is Central to the Divine Scheme
211.2’ * 12” = 2,534.4” = “18” New Jerusalem Standard of Measurement
Cubed 12 Edges of the Square = 211.2’ * 3 = 633.6 Linear Feet (12 Edges)
6 – 33 – 6
6 + 3 + 3 + 6 = “18” New Jerusalem Standard of Measurement
Jesus (33) between the Two Thieves (6 and 6)
633.6’ * 12” = 7,603.2 = “18” = New Jerusalem Standard of Measurement
Area of One Innermost Square (face surface area) =
52.8’ * 52.8’ = 2,772 sq. ft. = “18” New Jerusalem Standard of Measurement
In Inches = 33,264 sq. inches = “18” New Jerusalem Standard of Measurement
Cubed Area in Feet = 2,772 sq. ft. * 6 (faces of a cube) = 16,632 sq. ft. = “18”
1 + 8 = 9 = Sun of Righteousness or New Jerusalem (18) Standard
In Inches: 16,632 sq. ft. * 144 = 2,395,008 sq. in. = 27 = Messiah Revealed
18 + 27 = 45 = Revelation of the Sun of Righteousness Arising – Second Coming
4 + 5 = 9 = Sun of Righteousness
Doubling/Coordination between the Two Innermost Squares
Linear Measurements of Both Squares Combined
211.2’ (Perimeter of One Innermost Square) * 2 = 422.4’ = “12”
12 is the Duodecimal “Seal” upon the New Jerusalem
12 Patriarchs of Israel + 12 Apostles of the Lamb

Cubed (12 Edges) = 422.4’ * 3 = 1,267.2 Linear Feet = 18 = New Jerusalem Std.
1 + 8 = 9 = Sun of Righteousness
In Inches = 422.4’ * 12” = 5,068.8” = 27 = Messiah Revealed
2 + 7 = 9 = Sun of Righteousness
Cubed (12 Edges in inches) = 1,267.2’ * 12 = 15,206.4” = 18 = New Jerusalem
Standard of Measure & 1 + 8 = 9 = Sun of Righteousness
Area Measurements of Both Squares Combined
2,772 sq. ft. (one face) * 2 = 5,544 sq. ft. = “18” New Jerusalem Standard
(Note: 5 – 54 – 4 or “9” set within “9” = Sun of Righteousness Amplified
In Sq. Inches Combined: 5,544 sq. ft. * 144 = 798,336 sq. in. (one face) = 36 =
The Eternal God or 3 + 6 = 9 = Sun of Righteousness
Cubed Area Combined: 5,544 sq. ft. * 6 faces of a cube = 33,264 sq. ft. = “18”
18 = New Jerusalem Standard of Measurement & 1 + 8 = 9 = Sun of Righteousness
36 + 18 = 54 or 5040 or 5 + 4 = 9
Perfect Societal Harmony brought about by the Sun of Righteousness
In Sq. Inches: 798,336 sq. in. (one face) * 6 Faces = 4,790,016 sq. inches = 27 =
Messiah Revealed in Christian Sacred Text (27 volumes)
2 + 7 = 9 = Sun of Righteousness

The Second Circles
All Circles are Within Squares
Diameter of One Second Square/Circle = 26.4’ * 4 (4 sq. 26.4’ blocks) = 105.6’ =
12 = Dominance of the Duodecimal (system of 12)
12 Tribes/Patriarchs of Israel and 12 Apostles of the Lamb – Israel & the Church
12 + 12 = 24 Elders – Divine Governance

12 Hours of a Half-Day
12 * 60 Minutes = 720 Minutes in a Half-Day
720 Min. & 60 Seconds = 43,200 Seconds = 4 + 3 + 2 = 9 and 7 + 2 = 9
9 = Sun of Righteousness
Diameter of Second Square/Circle in Inches: = 1,267.2” =
“18” = New Jerusalem Standard & 1 + 8 = 9 = Sun of Righteousness
Circumference of the Second Circle: 105.6’ * 3.14181818 = 331.776’ = 27
27 = Messiah Revealed or 2 + 7 = 9 = Sun of Righteousness
In Inches: 331.776’ * 12 = 3,981.312” = 27 = Messiah Revealed
2 + 7 = 9 = Sun of Righteousness
27 + 27 = 54 = 5040 = Perfect Societal Harmony & 5 + 4 = 9 = Sun of
Righteousness or 5040 “through” the Sun of Righteousness
Area of the Second Circle: Area = π * r2
3.14181818 * (52.8)2 = 3.14181818 * 2,787.84’ =
8,758.8863949312 Sq. Ft. = 75 =the 75 Days of Daniel 12:11-12
75 = 30 Days of Desolation (1290th Day) + 45 Days of Blessing (1335th Day)
This is perhaps the most “critical time frame in human history” = Prophetic
Area of the Second Circle in Inches: 8,758.8863949312 sf. * 144 =
1,261,279,640870093 sq. inches = 77 = Perfection upon Perfection
The numbers “12” and “7” Are “Priority Numbers of the Revelation
God Rested on the Seventh Day – Creation was Perfected
75 + 77 = 152 = 1 + 5 + 2 = 8 = Life, Resurrection, Day of New Beginnings
The Octagonal Emphasis of the Sun Star & Sun Cross is Pervasive
Inter-relationship Between the Two Second Circles
This Demonstrates Coordination/Unity of Purpose – All Measurements Double
Diameter of Both Circles/Square = 105.6’ * 2 = 211.2’ = “6”
This “6” – Due to the Intensity of Messianic Emphasis = Son of Man
In Inches = 211.2’ * 12” = 2,534.4” = “18” = New Jerusalem Standard
6 + 18 = 24 = Divine Governance
Circumference of the Two Circles
211.2’ * 3.14181818 = 663.552’ = 27 = Messiah Revealed
2 + 7 = 9 = Sun of Righteousness
In Inches: 663.552’ * 12” = 7,962.624” = 36 = Eternal God as in a 360° Circle
3 + 6 = 9 = Sun of Righteousness
27 + 36 = 63 = 6 + 3 = 9 = Sun of Righteousness
Area of both Circles
2
A = π * r = (feet) = 8,758.8863949312 Sq. Ft. * 2 =
17,517.7727898624 Sq. Ft. = 81 = 8 + 1 = 9 or 9 * 9 = 81 = Sun of Righteousness
Also: The Total Number of “Dots” on the Sun Star = “81” as in…

80 Dots + 1 Dot (Central Dot) = 81 = the “81” IS the Sun of Righteousness
These Dots are within the Crisscrossed Squares of the Sun Star
Area in Inches of Both Circles = 17,517.7727898624 sf. * 144 =
2,522,559.281740186 sq. inches (area of both second circles) = 67
67 (inches) * 81 (ft.) = 5,427 =
“18” = New Jerusalem Standard of Measurement…or
Two Sets of “9” as in 54 = 5040 Perfect Societal Harmony = 5 + 4 = “9”
…and “27” = Messiah Revealed or 2 + 7 = “9”
In Actuality – the Combined Area in Sq. Inches and Feet Combined is
One of the Most Profound Number Combinations between the Two Second Circles
– Messiah (27) brings about Perfect Societal Harmony (5040) as Manifested in the
New Jerusalem (18) - Confirming all this “Divine Effort and Plan”…
27 + 54 + 18 = 99 and “99” is the Fullness of the Sun of Righteousness as the
Light and Lamp of the New Jerusalem or 9 + 9 = 18
The Issue of the “9” or Ennead (Nonagon – 9-sided Star/Object)
To his credit, John Michelle commits the “Life-qualities” to the “8” and its
“periodic renewal.” Of great interest to us is the fact that in an octagon object each
angle on its eight inside angles is 135° * 8 = 1080°. Now, Michell would see but
the Moon’s radius and attach “8’s” significance to a lesser luminary – the Moon;
however, the New Jerusalem’s “18” is at stake herein – thus, the 1080 is really
“18” and depicts the “Octagonal Qualities” of the Octagon as in the Sun-Star of
Peru: A picture of the New Jerusalem.
Indeed, why the CUBE befits the octagon so well, as Michell states: “Eight, the
ogdoad, is the first cubic number (2 x 2 x 2 = 8) and stands for the cube, which has
eight vertices and, as the most stable of solid figures, is the symbol of the element
earth” (Michell, Dimensions of Paradise, p. 55).
Bullinger and Michell concur that “9” – the ennead – is associated with completion
and limit (i.e., the “final extent of the matter”) because it terminates the series,
which begins again with ten (i.e., it is the last numeric of 1 to 9 and then the series
begins anew with 0 or 10). Notwithstanding, his brilliance on “8” – and his
understanding of “some” of 9’s qualities – he, nevertheless, in his writings has
obscured nearly anything and everything about “9.” In How the World is Made,
“9” is wholly occluded from his matrix of creation.
The preponderance of “9” in all our deliberations relative to the New Jerusalem –
to the “eight-sided” configuration (i.e., eight squares surround an interior block

making nine squares) is somewhat overwhelming – even so, the interior angles of a
polygon with “n” sides (any number of sides) always add up to in degrees in this
manner where “n” stands for the number of sides = (n – 2) * 180° = degrees;
therefore: 9 – 2 = 7 * 180° = 1260° with the difference between the octagon and
the ennead being: 1260° – 1080° = 180° which, again, is our New Jerusalem
Standard of Measurement – and all digits add up to “9” as in 1 + 2 + 6 = 9; 1 + 8 =
9 and 126 + 108 + 180 = 414 = 4 + 1 + 4 = 9.
Again, Michell has beclouded the significance of “9” from his creation manual –
giving it relatively short shrift; to wit:
“Nine is a mysterious number, an emblem of esoteric science and the Mysteries. It
is the triple three of Trismegistos, thrice-greatest Hermes, the psychopomp or
mystic initiator…Many claim to have constructed a perfect enneagon, but no such
construction has been proved and geometers say it is an impossibility. Nine is
called repetitive because the digits of all its multiples can be reduced to nine: twice
nine is 18 and 1 + 8 = 9; 3 x 9 = 27 and 2 + 7 = 9 and so on. Any number whose
digits reduced to 9 (e.g., 45 = 4 + 5 = 9) must be divisible by 9 (e.g., 36/4 = 9 or
45/9 = 5).
“There is a strange affinity between the numbers Nine and Seven. Not only are
they both emblems of mystery, with mysterious constructions, but they are both
intimately related to the same curious number, the ‘septenary number’ 142857
(e.g., Pi as 22/7 = 3.142857 or “142857” and this 1 + 4 + 2 + 8 + 5 + 7 = 27 =
Messiah Revealed …How “mysterious” is that?).” (Michelle, How the World is
Made, p. 216)

Michell then sets out to show the connection between the mysterious “7” and “9”
as in: 1 million/7 = 142857… = 11 x 13 x 999 x 1 – and continues this pattern
until 6 million/7 = 857142…= 11 x 13 x 999 x 6.
As we can observe – in attempting to create a nine-sided object – it is neither
pleasant to the eye nor (though it actually is) evenly distributed. In point of
observable fact, its triangulation is exceedingly awkward giving rise to
disproportionate triangles and empty space between (as above) points 4 and 5 –
causing disassociation and lack of balance.
As noted, this “empty space” is actually not empty – it just appears to be the case
in that the tips of the triangles so created have a very narrow set of degrees at their
peaks.
Many more discrepancies can be noted – therefore, is it any wonder that Michell’s
comments are duly noted, once again: “Many claim to have constructed a perfect
enneagon, but no such construction has been proved and geometers say it is an
impossibility.”
It is my contention that “9” is not sufficed as an Ennead (Nonagon) in that the
triangulation within a circle (although its angles add to 1260°) appears awkward
and incomplete – whereas its “effulgence” receives astounding proportion when it
is integrated with the Octagon or the 9 squares (tic-tac do) wherein eight squares
surround it.
The illustrations below support my conjecture that the Ennead/Nonagon object is
not only awkward and difficult – if not impossible – to allocate, but when
juxtaposed to the 1 + 8 = 9 or the “18” of the New Jerusalem – the “9” is wholly
satisfied within the “four-square” context and within the octagon or 8 squares . . .
please examine for yourself…

Now, isn’t this a bit more pleasant to the eye (of course colors so distributed add to
the flare!). The “octagonal triangulation” created within the 9 squares above
wherein the 8 squares surrounding the 9th or the “square in the midst” is indicative
of the Sun of Righteousness with the Sun-Star of Peru and of the profound
significance – not only of its completion (fitting into the midst of the 8 squares) but
of its versatility – not one line has crossed it but its finality in committing its 360°
(total right angles within a square) to the sum of the other triangles and sundry
quadrilaterals is most significant. In other words: 9 only fits with 1+8 = 9. By
itself 9 simply is at a loss – purposefully so – 9 is not for “Himself” but for the
“18” – the New Jerusalem, as in 1 + 8 = 9 – 9 simply “fits” with 8 as 8 + 1 or “81”
and then as 8 + 1 = 9.
Each of the quadrilaterals is equal to 360° and there are 16 of them surrounding the
“golden square” or Ninth Square. They total 5760°. Next, there are 28 triangles
@ 180° each, totaling 5040°. When added together (5760° + 5040°) they total
10,800°. This calculation is indeed the Standard Measurement of the New
Jerusalem’s “18.” However, when the 360° of the Ninth Square is added to this
sum the total is: 1080° + 360° = 11,160° or 1 + 1 + 1 + 6 = 9. The 8 + 1 = 9 is
dramatic with the total degrees clearly bringing into focus the completion or
CAPSTONE of the Sun of Righteousness.

This is Michell’s “mysterious nine” and the reason it is so mystifying has
everything to do with the fact that the very object so beloved by Dr. John Michelle
– the New Jerusalem – has enshrouded Himself within the “eight squares” – His
Beloved Bride, the Woman, the Holy City, Jerusalem. If Michelle could have seen
the New Jerusalem and her relationship to the “Ninth Ray” – the “Ninth Square” –
the Sun of Righteousness – the “mysterious nine” would have been disclosed.
Before we move into the matching squares of the Sun-Star (the two inner squares
with the second square outside the inner square but still enclosing the second circle
in both the Sun-Star and in the Sun-Cross, I would like you to keep in mind the
colorful nine-block object above wherein four large triangles were formed
commencing at the midst of the middle blocks, having legs extending out to each
of its lower corners – this having been drawn from each middle square with the
triangle’s legs extending to the opposite sides/corners creating the equilateral
triangles (4 each) and, consequently, the maze of polygons and triangles, leaving
the ninth and middle block void of any triangle lines so created – i.e., the middle
square remains uninterrupted by other angles and abides a full square of its own
but utterly complimenting the other eight squares surrounding it.
Plot this geometric nine-square/octagonal star firmly in your reflection. Now, let’s
consider the twin/second squares and their dimensions and we’ll get back to the
nine-square object – we’ll need these measurements to consider the nine-square
object later in our discussion.

A quick view of our Sun-Star’s two inner squares/circles and the counterparts
found at the Sun-Cross – please note the circles appear quite clearly at the Sun-

Cross – having the precise measurements as those of the Sun-Star; the squares,
however, of the Sun-Cross are simply calculated/drawn in to match its would-be
counterparts in the Sun-Star – since their measurements would be identical in that
the circles are identical:
The Second Squares
Perimeter/Linear Measurements
The Second Squares – Out from the Innermost Square
One Edge: 26.4’ * 4 = 105.6’ = 12
Allow me, at this time, to insert Michell’s piece on “12” – it is outstanding:
“In the field of number, Twelve is the ruler of all. The entire structure of number
is basically duodecimal, and so is the cosmological diagram that depicts, through
the paradigm of number, the entire universe. Twelve is above all the number of
order. It is the root number in the code of proportions that governs the solar
system, and it therefore plays the leading part in all aspects of cosmologically
ordered societies, wherever they arise. It may be called the framework number.”
(How the World is Made, Michell, p. 150)
Of interest at this point is the fact that in taking 105.6’ and dividing by 12 we
arrive at 8.8’ * 12 = 105.6’. Therefore, from our octagonal experience – our “12”
is quite predisposed in working within the confines of our octagon.
In Inches – one edge of the Second Square = 105.6’ (12) * 12” = 1,267.2” = “18”
New Jerusalem Standard of Measurement
Feet/Inches Combined = 12 + 18 = 30 = Messiah Age at Commencement of
Ministry
Perimeter of the Second Square = 105.6’ * 4 = 422.4’ = 12 (again)
In Inches: 422.4’ * 12 = 5,068.8” = 27 = Messiah Revealed = 2 + 7 =
9 = Sun of Righteousness
18 * 27 = 45 = 4 + 5 = 9 and
45 = 9 = Sun of Righteousness and 45 = Arising of the Sun of Righteousness
(Coming of Messiah in Glory – the 45 Days of Blessedness, Daniel 12:12
Linear in Feet Cubed (12 Edges) = 422.4’ * 3 = 1,267.2’ = “18” = New Jerusalem
Standard of Measurement or 1 + 8 = 9
Linear Inches Cubed (12 Edges) = 1,267.2’ * 12 = 15,206.4” = “18” = New
Jerusalem

Area of the Second Square:
105.6’ * 105.6’ = 11,151.36 sf. = “18” New Jerusalem Standard of Measurement
In Sq. Inches (One Face as above): 11,151.36 sf. * 144 = 1,605,795.84 sq. inches
= 45 = Second Coming of Messiah & 4 + 5 = 9 = Sun of Righteousness Arising
Combining Ft. & Inches = 18 + 45 = 63 = 6 + 3 = 18 or 6 * 3 = 18 or
18 = 1 + 8 = 9 and 45 = 4 + 5 = 9 = therefore: 9 + 9 = 18
Six Faces of a Cube: 6 * 11,151.36 sf. = 66,908.16 sq. ft. = 36 = Eternal God
Six Faces in Inches = 66,908.16 sq. ft. * 144 = 9,634,775.04 sq. in. = 45 = The
Coming of Messiah in Glory
Combining Ft. & Inches = 36 + 45 = 81 = 8 + 1 = 9 or 9 * 9 = 18
Also: There are 81 Dots in the Sun Star to Highlight the Sun of Righteousness
Cubic Area of Second Square if Cubed:
105.6’ * 105.6’ * 105.6’ = 1,188,734.98 Cubic Feet = 49
49 = The Perfect Work of the Spirit of God as in 7 * 7 = 49
7 Conduits each to 7 Lamps (Zechariah 4) = 7 * 7 = 49
“Not by might, nor by power, but by My Spirit, says the Lord”
Every 49 Years on Jewish Feast Calendar the Year of Jubilee
In Cubic Inches: 1,188,734.98 Cu. Ft. * 1728 = 2,054,134,045.44 Cu. Ins. –
36 = the Eternal God = 3 + 6 = 9 or 3 * 6 = 18 =
The Sun of Righteousness (9) has come for the New Jerusalem (18)
Crisscross Diagonals of Each Second Square
Diagonal of One 26.4’ x 26.4’ Square = 37.224’ * 4 = 148.896’ = 36
148.896 * 2 (Crisscrossed Entire 2nd Square) = 297.792’ =
Note: Two Sets of “18” as in 2 + 9 + 7 = 18 and 7 + 9 + 2 = 18
Amplification of the New Jerusalem is Witnessed in the Second Square’s
Diagonals – also 2 + 9 + 7 + 7 + 9 + 2 = 36 the Eternal God or 3 + 6 = 9
Note: A fractal of the Earth’s Diameter and of the New Jerusalem Edge is seen in
the Crisscross of the Second Square Diagonals as in 792 or 7,920,000 or 7,920
Combined Second Square Measurement (all doubled)
Perimeter/Linear Measurements Combined
One Edge: 105.6’ * 2 = 211.2’ = “6” Son of Man
One Edge in Inches: 211.2’ * 12 = 2,534.4” = “18” New Jerusalem Standard
Four-Square Combined Perimeters: 422.4’ * 2 = 844.8’ = 24 = Divine Governance
Four-Square Combined Perimeters in Inches: 844.8’ * 12 = 10,137.6” = “18” =
New Jerusalem Standard of Measurement

Linear Cubed (12 Edges) in Feet: 844.8’ * 2 = 1,689.6’ = 30 = Commencement of
Messianic Ministry at Age of 30
Linear Cubed (12 Edges) in Inches: 1,689.6’ * 12 = 20,275.2 Linear Inches = “18”
= New Jerusalem Standard of Measure
NOTE: The “number sets” of the New Jerusalem (18, 24) and of Messiah as Son
of Man (6) coming (30) for His Bride (18) to Via His Divine Governance (24)
Area of the Two Second Squares Combined
One Face of Both Squares: 11,151.36 sf. * 2 = 22,302.72 sf. = 18 = New
Jerusalem Standard of Measurement for one Face of Both Second Sqs.
In Sq. Inches: 22,302.72 sf. * 144 = 3,211,591.68 sq. ins. = 36 = Eternal God
18 + 36 = 54 = 5040 = Societal Bliss via 5 + 4 = 9 = Sun of Righteousness
Six Faces on Both Squares if Cubed: 22,302.72 sf. * 6 = 133,816.32 sf. = 27 =
Messiah Revealed through Both Squares Cubed Area Surface Combined
Six Faces in Sq. Inches (Both Second Squares Combined): 133,816.32 sf. * 144 =
19,269,550.08 sq. inches of Both Second Squares (cubed – six faces) = 45
45 = the Sun of Righteousness Arising in Glory – Second Coming
27 + 45 = 72 = the Name of God and 7 + 2 = 9 = Sun of Righteousness
54 + 72 = 126 = 1 + 2 + 6 = 9 = Sun of Righteousness
Cubic Area of Second Squares Combined
211.2’ * 211.2’ * 211.2’ = 9,420,668.928 Cubic Feet = 54
54 = 5040 = Plato’s Optimal Number of Harmony in Society but through
5 + 4 = 9 = Sun of Righteousness
In Cubic Inches: 9,420,668.928 Cubic Feet * l728 =16,278,915,907.584 Cu. Ins.
16,278,915,907.584 Cu. Inches = 72 = the Name of God =
7 + 2 = 9 = Sun of Righteousness
54 = 72 = 126 = 1 + 2 + 6 = 9 = Sun of Righteousness

Crisscross Diagonals of Combined Second Squares
148.896’ * 2 = 297.792’ = 36 or Two Sets of “18” as in 297 = 18 and 792 = 18
18 + 18 = the Eternal God or “36” but under this combination of diagonals the
New Jerusalem and the Sun of Righteousness are clearly displayed as in
1 + 8 = 9 and the Two Sets of “18”
Again – Please Note:

A fractal of the Earth’s Diameter and of the New Jerusalem Edge is seen in the
Crisscross of the Second Square Diagonals as in 792 or 7,920,000 or 7,920
In Inches: 297.792’ * 12” = 3,573.504” = 27 = Messiah Revealed or 2 + 7 =
9 = Sun of Righteousness

Well, it is time to give the people of Peru the MEDAL OF HONOR for the birth
and preservation of this most glorious display of the Sun of Righteousness, New
Jerusalem and all through the Sun-Cross!
This concludes our special series on Peru’s Sun-Star and Cross but hardly does it
conclude the myriad of disclosures yet to come forth from this Sacred Site on

Earth’s most arid and windless of lands. The design of the Sun-Star-Cross is so
intricately refined that it simply defies mathematical happenstance and gloriously
illustrates to the heavens which it faces the superior genius of the Absolute realms
of geometric calculations – again and again – in resounding repetition – the very
purposes of God Almighty with His Creation.
It does not need a skeptic to decipher its brilliance – IT IS – and it has been there
over 3,000 years and doesn’t plan to leave, as long as the people of Peru guard this
most marvelous of sites along the Pan-American Highway. How it came about –
we simply do not know…perhaps the designers of the Medal of Honor – the oldest
in the Americas knew of its secrets and with brilliance designed this awesome
Medal of Honor which attests to the prophetic elegance of the Sun-Star and her
cross.
The “81” dots – the 8 + 1 = “9” – and this “9” is the END of all single digit
numbers and the highest of “number” – Earth’s diameter of 7920 miles when
divided into the sun’s 864,000 mile diameter is equal to
109.0909090909090909090909090909090∞ (just to make a point) – do you see
the “9” for the “Earth is the Lord’s and the fullness thereof!” First we see the “1”
and then the “9” or, if you would, from 1 to 9 – the “beginning and the ending” –
the “first and the last” as found in Revelation … “I am the Alpha and the Omega,
the First and the Last” (Revelation 1:11, 17).
When the diameter of the sun is merged with the New Jerusalem π of
3.1418181818 to determine its circumference and then that of the Earth’s and
compare the two – a most stunning mathematical calculation is produced: 864,000
miles (sun’s diameter) * 3.14181818∞ = 2,714,530.90752 miles (circumference of
the sun) or “45” (adding its digits). This 45 is the 45 days of the coming or arising
of the Sun of Righteousness on the Great Day of God (Malachi 4:1-2; Daniel
12:11-12). The Earth’s circumference as calculated by the New Jerusalem Pi is
7920 miles * 3.1418181818∞ = 24,883.1999856 miles or “72” (adding its digits).
The “45” = 4 + 5 = 9 and the “72” is equal to 7 + 2 = 9 and their combined number
of 45 + 72 = 117 = 1 + 1 + 7 = 9 or 9 (4+5) + 9 (7+2) = 18 = 1 + 8 = 9. No matter
how you “slice it” – the Sun of Righteousness (9) is irrepressible in His
dominance!
Yet, without the Cross – the Sun-Star could not be! Always within the Mind of
God there was this yearning for the New Jerusalem – His matchless Bride! “The
Lamb slain – as it were – from the foundations of the World.” How could it be?

What condescension – bringing us redemption. The Sun-Star is strongly attached
to the Sun-Cross and vice-versa. The Sun-Star is incomplete without the Cross and
the Cross is incomplete without the Sun-Star.
Bedazzled you will be by the Sun-Star – and as He arises, all the more…but before
you can reach the Sun-Star you must go THROUGH the Cross. The Cross
discloses the innermost “compartments” of the Sun-Star and affords immediate
access thereto in order to transverse the maze of the Sun-Star – how simple it is!
You are immediately brought before the Cross and thence through the dimensions
of the New Jerusalem into the very Throne Room of the Almighty and to the Sun
of Righteousness. What a prophetic masterpiece have we here!
There it is – the “Way of the Cross” – once there – truly there – it is but a “short
walk” into the Light of the Sun-Star – and then transformation into the Bride of
Messiah, the Holy City, New Jerusalem… “Unless I see in His hands the print of
the nails, and put my finger into the print of the nails, and put my hand into His
side, I will not believe…and after eight days … ‘Reach your finger here, and look
at My hands; and reach your hand here, and put it into My side…Do not be
unbelieving, but believing…Thomas, because you have seen Me, you have
believed. Blessed are those who have not seen and yet have believed’” (John
21:24-29).
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